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Notelling’s model of differentiated products is examined and modified so that consumers have 
relatively lo’,v reservation prices for the differentiated products. The problem of existence of a 
Nash equilibrium in prices in a duopoly with given products is analywl. When the reservation 
price is relatively low, a Nash equilibrium in prices exists For a larger range of products than 
when the reservation price is infinite. Next 1 examine product competition with instantaneous 
adjustment to the Nash equilibkm prices of the previous game. Firms competing in a Nash 
fashion have tendencies to move away from each other and try to achieve ‘loca1 monopolistic’ 
positions. This is in sharp contrast with the acclairred ‘Principle of Minimum Differentiation of 
the original model of Hotelling (of high reservation price) where firms clustered in the product 
space. 

The first important contribution to the study of oiigopoiy with 
commodities differentiated by their characteristics was made b:/ I-I. Motelling 
(1929). We studied duopolistic competition in a market for commodities 
differentiated in variety by one of thisir characteristics. Competition happened 
in two stages. In the last stage tirms played a non-cooperative game in prices 
given the choices of varieties made in the first stage. In the first stage firms 
chose varieties non-cooperatively expecting to receive the Nash equilibrium 
profits of the last stage game. 

I-Iotelling claimed existence OC a Nash equilibrium in prices for any 
varieties. Next I-Welling sought equilibria in ~~ar~eties which were sub- 
game perfect (in the price su me), and claimed that such an equilibrium 
must involve firms producing arly identical varieties. I-Ience the ‘Print.-iyle 

the associated s~bopt~mal product 
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paper of Hotelling to prove that a Nash e 
‘locations’) does not always 
are relatively close, but not 
relativdy close locations it pays for each competitor to undercut the 
opponents and capture the whole market. This is used by the non- 
qetasiconcaviry (and not by the d~sconti~~ities) of the 
shall discuss this III detail further on. Once undercuttin 
equilibrium exists. Now, suppose that the market is 
quite different +drieties. Nash equilibrium in prices exists and the firms tend 
to relocate (in the product space) closer to each other. As the va.rieties 
procigced become very similar, no Nash equilibrium in prices exists and 
therefore nothing can be said about relocation tendencies. 

The non-existence of e ilibrium discove d by d’Aspremont et al. ( 1979) 
prompts a closer look at telling’s model. relaxing the assumption of an 
i~~nite reservation price for the differentiated product, II derive drastically 
diRerent results from the ones mentioned above. In the price game with 
varieties (locations) fixed, Nash equilibria exist for not-too-high reservation 
prices relative to the distance between products. I In the varieties (locations) 
game with instantaneous adjustment to the Nash equilibrium prices, firms 
tend to produce very diRerent products. This is contrary to the acclaimed 
‘Principle of inimum Differentiation’. At equ;iibrium both firms a:re local 
monopohsts.2 Further, the welfare of the society as measured by the total 
surplus is maxi.mized at the ‘local monopolistic’ posiltions. 

Section 2 des,cribes the model. Pn section 3 we establish the equilibria of 
the price game. In section 4 we examine the eq~i~~bri~ of the varieties game. 
In section S we conclude. 

There are two kinds of comma 
differentiated commodities C = [ 

ned by a point in C. 
ntified with one unit 

ous good, m, and a set of 
entiated commodity is 

on point XE [ 
ml x in C can 

ity b~~d~~s can have one or none units of a 
as a unit of a d~ffere~t~~te 

er and Singer (19.37) 

rate an equilibrium of the va 



avc any units of any other differentiated good y #A. Thus consumers 

one units of differentiatec! goods.3 
(Cw(u))x[O,G3). (z,m)E(Cu{U})x~O,oCI. m 

represents the amount of the homogeneous good (Hicksian composite good). 
z represents one unit of the differentiated commodity when it lies in C, and 
no units of any differentiated commodity -when z = U. 

Consumption agent w is endowed wit a utility function UW(z, m). 

(I) U is separable: U&z, m) = m + V,(z). 
(2) V&Y= v)=O: No utility is gained or lost if no differentiated produc:t is 

consumed. 
(3) VI(z # u) is single peaked at z= w. It can be written as V’(z) = V,(w) - 

,f‘(d(z, w)), where .f(d) is increasing in d and d(z, w) is the distance 
between z and w. Further, f(O) =O. [f’(.) is somet&s 4!4 the 
‘transportation cost function’ since it represents the transportation cost 
in the formally equivalent location modeLI 

(4) V,,,(W) -=k, for all w, so that the reservation price of all consumers is the 
same. 

(5) Consumers are price takers. They maximize their utilitv given the 
commodities and prices offered in the market. 

Corisumers are distributed uniformly on C, the product space.’ w denotes 
the peak of the utility of consumer ‘w’ in the space of characteristics. 

There are two production agents (firms). Firm 1 produces differentiated 
commodity x, and firm 2 produces differentiated product y. The same firm is 
not allowed to produce more than one differentiated product so that the 
model is kept simple. There are no costs of production.6 Firms are active 
player!: that select strategies to maximize an objective (profit) function. The 
formal games are described next. 

In the price game the strategic variable of each firm is the price of its 
product. The *lroducts K, y are given and no variation is allowed. Firm l’s 
(respectively 2” ,) objective (profit) function 21, (respectively II,) is a function 
of its own price P, (respectively P,,) with parameters the price of the 
o~~o~e~t fir and both varieties (locations) Y, y, i.e., 
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The solution concept is the Nash equili 
Nash equilibrium for 
at the price P, =P; 
P, := P:, i.e., if 

Then each firm has no incentive to change the strategy it plays at a 
equilibrium if the opponent firm plays a Nash equilibrium strategy. 

herefore, both firms have no incentive to depart alone from the 

Let Q be the set of all product locations (x, y) such that an equilibrium 
exists in the price game. 

In the varieties game the strategic variable of each firm is its product 
(1ol:ation). Let n,*(x, y) = n,(P3x, y), P,*(x, y), x7 y), n,*(x, yf = fl,(F,*(x, y), 

fx, y), x, y), (x, y) E Q, be the Nash equilibriirm profits of the price game. In 
the varieties game, the objective (payoff) functions are Z7,*, I7; defined above. 
Th.at is, the payoff function of the varieties game is the Nash equilibrium 
payoff of the price game. The varieties game is prayed within the set of the 
Nash equilibria of the price game. The definition of the varieties game 
requires a unique Nash equilibrium of the price giame. hen there are more 
than one Nash equilibrium in the price game for some 1 ations (x, y) we will 
select one Nash equilibrium to be the Nash equ~~~bri~rn of the game. 
be seen later the equilibrium selected will be the symmetric one. 

The solution concept used IS again the Nash equilibrium. A pair (x*, y*) of 
products is the Nash equilibrium if 

all b, Y*) E Q, 



truncation of the varieties game. In that sense Nash equi!ibria CC Se varieties 
ame perfect in the prik~ su’Llg3me. 

subsequent product (location) 
c diverge from a significant cokction of papers, primarily in 

spatial competition and voting, which assume prices fixed in P,CQX sense 
w~~~~ there is competition in locations (products). The two-stage structure 
assumes ari advanced level of sophistication by competitors. When both price 
and variety are simultaneous strategic variables, equilibrium fails to exist 
when there are no gaps between consumers served by competing firms. In 
that game there are only ‘locai monopolistic’ Nash equilibria. [see %o- 
nomides ( 1982b).] 

rice game 

otelling (1929) as corrected by d’Aspremont et al. (1979) establisher! the 
pride game, assuming that the reservation price ;;ras so high 

that all consumers bought the differentiated product at e+Uzium. On the 
other hand intuition suggests that there will be r;+Glibria for relatively low 
reservation prices such that not all c~nsu.mzrs buy the differentiated proriu~;~ 

For very low reservation prices each firm must be a !ocal monopolist selling 
only in its neighborhood. It also seems reasonable that there are equilibria of 
diRering types covering the two extreme cases, WoieHing’s case and the ‘local 
monopolistic’ one. Here I establish all the equilibria of the p-ice game when 
there are consumers at the edges of the market not served. 

I start with an examination of the general demand functions for single 
peaked utilities in section 3.1. Starting with section 3.2 E assume linear 
disutility in distance in the space of characteristics. Section 3.2 establishes the 
result of Hotelling (and d’As remont et al.) in the framework of a finite 
reservation price. %ection 3.3 establishes the existence and characterizes 
equilibria such that there arc consumers at the edges of the market not 
buying any differentiated product. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 establish comparative 
statics results. 
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consumer b#Jys onle unit of’ com,mod~ty 
m-i- V,,,(w) - f(d(y;sv))- FY. On the ot 
buy any o$ the two differentiated comm 
Therefore he is picking the largest of m, m+ V,(w) -f(b(x, w)) -ip,, and m + 
V,(w) - f’(d(y, w)) -- PY. The choice is formally to mi 

V,q w), K -t,f(dl[~.~ w)), and p,, -+.~W(Y~ wJ)- Kd 
reservation priG(: of consumer w. P, +f(d(x, w))=gg,(w) is the utilkty cost to 
consumer w of buying one unit of the differentiated commodity x. P,,+ 
f(a(y, w)EE~,,(w) is the utility cost to consumer H: of buying one unit of the 
differentiated commodity y. It is clear then that the optimizati 
the consumer is to pick up the commodity that minimizes his 
minimizes among F/I(w), g&w), g&w). Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation 
of the problem in a space of characteristics of dimension 1. 

Fig. 1. Consumers’ choice with convex disutility of distance. 

e7 represents the most disadvantaged consumer between x and y. 
th; highest utiffity cost among all consumers in [x, y] and is i 
between buying product x or prodlxt y. Consumer z1 is indifferent between 

articular case re 
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First, it is clear t 
or not at all. 

x + f(d(x. w)j intersects V,(w) = k twice, once, 
hether P, is less, equal, or greater than V,(w) 

of consumers w that prefer to 
not buying the differentiated product at all 

n the other hand, the n~rnb~r of i~t~~rse~t~ons between gJw:)=P, + 
g,(w)= P,, + f (d(y, w)) can be more that one if f is concave. 

In fig. 2 firm x does not only have a demand from consumers to the left Zr, 
but also from consumers to the right of Z2. It is easy to see that concavity is 
required for the above phenomenon. 

0 X z* Y 
=2 

1 w 

Fig. 2. Consumers’ choice with concave disutility of distance. 

proposition characterizes the nature of the similarities of the 
uy the same good. 

reposition 1. Let there be two fmns, each prodr 1cQ2g a Liflerenl eariefy in 
the model e t~~~sportatio~~ cost function f( 
~o~~vex in at the 7A~~~~~~ v&g is st~~~t~~ cone 

‘hrn: 

sunzers w that prefer to buy x mt 
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(4) The set a,=( WI Km Z&IW% f 0 consumers that prefer to buy product x 
than not to b’uy crt all, is empty, L- single point, or an interval [w?, w2]. 

Similuriy_f”or Qy = {w] VW(w) Sg(w)). 
(5) The set of consumers w who by product x E C, = JE n H, n [O, lj is empty, 

a single point or an interval (zI, z2). Similarly, the set 6, = Q,, (3 N, rb [O, 1 J1 
of consumers w who buy y, is empty, a single point or an interval (zl, z2). 

When the transportation cost functions a.re weakly convex results (2)-(5) 
are also imm.ediately established. Therefore, when the ‘transportation cost 
function’ is convexz consumers with similar preferences will buy the same 
product. If the ‘transportation cost function’ is concave, then the set of 
consumers that buy the same differentiatecl product x is disconnected, a 
union of disjoint intervals. See Economides (1982a) for a detailed proof. 

3.2.. Existence of a Nash equilibrium in the price game when the reservation 
price is high 

In the rest of this paper the utility will be assumed to be decreasing 
linearly in the space of characteristics (equivalently the transportation cost 
function will lb:: linear in distance). Formally, f(d) = d. ‘u’,(z) = k - /z - ~11. It is 
clear that without loss of generality I can take the slope of f(,) to be equal 
to one. The Grst ,result to be presented is the rest;!: cf d’Aspremont et al. 
(1979) on existence of a Nash equilibrium in prices when the reservation 
price of all consumers is high and the transportation cost is linear in 
distance. 

Proposition 2. Assumt: linear transportation cost function. Let the reservution, 
priice k be suficiently high to iriduce all consumers in [0, 11 to buy G unit of the 
d@erentiated product. Assume x f y, i.c.: diflerent products. A Nash equiIibriurn 
in the price gam:e exists ij’ and only $ x2 +y2 + 2xy- 8x +28y-- 20~ 0, 
x2 -I- 4:” + 2xy - 32x + 4y -t., 4 > 0, and is described $21 prices: P_$ =$2 + x + y), 
Py* =*(4-x-y). 

These conditions are fulfilled for s far from y and fail far close locations. 
I-lowever, if x =y, a Nash equilibrium in prices exists at prices Pz = PT ==(Y. 

Now, if each firm relocates in t e commodity space accordi 
incentives, assuming instzutaneous adjustment of prices to Nash 
levels and no movement its competitors, the firm that produces .;5 will 

ove towards the right a the firm that produces y will move towaro the 
ill tend to move toward each other. The firms will tend to 

other as much us ‘ istering’ 
or, as it is s of i~i~~urn 
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owever, as the firms come close enough they violate the conditions for 
uilibrium in prices. K, in the region where the price 

the firms follow the best reyly (zero 
conjectural variation) rules and they start at (P,*, PT) (the maximizers of the 
quadratic portions of their respective profit functions) then they wih undercut 
each other. 

The initial movement will be from (P,*, P.:) tc (Py* -(y-x), P: -(y-x)), 
i.e., to lower than the candidate Nash equilibrium prices. Eventually the best 
eply rule will lead the firms to higher prices than the candidate Nash 

equilibrium prices. The game will oscillate above and below the candidate 
Nash equilibrium price pair. 

The essential reason for non-existence of a price Nash equilibrium in the 
model of Hotelling is that the reservation price of all consumers is taken 
sufftciently nigh to induce all of them to buy one unit of the differentiated 
commodity. (This assumption does not correspond to reaiity, as usually 
differentiated commodities may be non-necessities.) It is the existence of a 
‘guaranteed’ demand (even at reasonably high prices) up to the edges of the 
commodity space which creates the incentives for umkrcutting which 
shatters the existence of a Nash equilibrium in the original model of 
Hotelling. 

3.3. Existence and :.hur=rcterization qf Nash equilibria in the. price game when 
the resrrwic n price is not-too-high 

When the reseevation price is rot-too-high there will bz some consumers 
at the edges of the market who will face a utility cost higher than. their 
reservation price and will therefore not b:.ty any of the differentiated 
commodities. This, and subsequent sections assume a relatively not-too-high 
reservation price so that there are consumers (at the edges of the market) 
who do not buy the differentiated product. 

3.,3.1. Derivation of th4 demand and profjt .functions in t, re pri(:e game 

Let z~(P,). z,( P,), z,(P,.)~z3~PX) be the soll;rions in z of k=(s-z’+ P,. 
i Slmila.rly let z2( P,), z4( P ,,), z,( P,,) 5 z4(Py) be the solutions in z of ik = I_v -- 2, + P,. 

+Y,-k, Z,(Yy)sP_V+P,y-k, ,“j(Pz)~_i+k-P,, 

e edges of the market who are 
err prices are (P,, P,.) is translated to 

a&)< l~k<(I--xi+ 
ese four ~o~~~t~~~~ 

are equivalent to: 
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Fig. 3. Aftemative equiiibrium configurations: ‘competitive’ equilibrium for high xsetvation price 
(k). ‘touching’ equilibrium for intemxdiate reservation price (k,), and ‘lotal monopolistic’ 

equilibrium for low reservation price (k,). 

Wnder the above condition and P Y + (y - X) > k Ihe demand is depicted in 
fig. 4.’ The line that connects (Q, 24 and (k, 0) is the monopoly demand line. 
At P, = P, -(y .- : 9, firm y enters the competition and, as discussed earlier, 
there is a disconinuity of the demand and profit functions at that point, 
since at that p&e all consumers to the right of y are indifferent between 

x or y. However, since there are consumers at the edges of the market 
de not to buy the commodity, the abso te jump will be smaller 

than if all consumers had to buy the commodity. Serve that in fig. 3, the 
jump is z4-y in contrast to 1 -y. Further, it is clear that the absolute jump 

aller the smaller the reservation price k. Also, WC Nash equi- 
librium prices for the low reservation priuz case to be lo an the Nash 

~ilib~~i1~ prices for the infinite reservation price case. Since the urnder- 
tting price has a fixed difference from the Nash equilibrium price, the under- 

cutting demand ‘11 be sold at higher prices when the reservation price is 
Therefore, e incentive to &rcut will smaller when the reser- 

vat~o~ price is low. 
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P v 
-(y-x) 2k-p ,-(Y-X) 

Fig. 4. The demand function. 

/y--x 2k-3P,+P,, 
&(&P,)=& 2_+- 

\ 
2 if P,-(y-X)<~‘,,<2k-PSI-(y-x), 

if 2k-I’,-(y-x)<P,~kk. 

Dejhition 2 

17,(P,,P,)==2P,,(k-f,) if OSPy<P,-(y--x), 

if P,--(y-x)<:P,-c2k--Y,-(y-x), 

I” 2P,,( k - if 2k-P,- (y-x)<P,.zk. 

r&t furKlion is r”l,(Px, P&J = 2P,(k - P,). 
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in the iagion (2k - Pv -(y 
2/z--P, -(y-x)< 
o~~o~~nt plays = k/2$ this relating is eq~~va~e~t to k/2> 3k/2 -- 

(y-x)~R<(y-x). bserve that the equilibrium point (Pz =k/2, 
unique for given rium “local monopolistic’ because 
the firms do not co inal consumer. See in fi 
configuration corresponding to reservation price kz. 

Therefore, under the condition k <(y-x), for the “local monopolistic* case, 
the prices for the unique Nash equilibrium are Pz==P,* -k/2 and the Mash 
equilibrium profits are II,* = L?y* =k2/2. It is intuitively clear that such an 
equilibrium will exist for low enough reservation prices. 

3.3.3. Existence of “competitiue’ Nash equilibria 

If k/2 does not fall in the region (2k - P, -(y - x), k] the ‘local 
monopolistic* equilibrium does not exist. Then the maximizer P,” of 
L!,(P,,P,) has to be lower than 2k-BY--(y-x). It is clear that no Nash 
equilibrium can exist when 0 6 P, < P, -(y - x) or 0 5 P, < P, -(y - x), 
because then one km has the whole market while the opponent has zero 
profits which it can always improve. Therefore the Kash equilibrium price PZ 
has to be in [p”,-(y--x),2k-P,,-(y-x)]=[A, 

e first investigate conditions under which P,* is m (P, -(y -x), 2k - P, 
-(y-x)). Sw.h an equilibrium will be called a ‘competitive’ Nash 
equilibrium, since firms will be competing for the marginal consumer. See in 
fig. 3 the configuration corresponding to reservation price k. 

The conditions that both firms charge prices in the region (A, B) ale 

P,-(y-x)<P,<2k-P,--(y-x), (1) 

P,-(y-xx)<P;c2k-P,-(y-x). (2) 

These conditions are equivale .A to the following two conditions: 

(3) 

opulent out of 
d.~advantaged con 
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iven the p~e~ew~s~~conl~ave shape of the profit function, for Pz, the local 
izer 1 to e global one it is necessary to have the pr 
her pro the left peak at A. Further, l?, = 2P,(k- 

P, im (0, PY -(y-x)), since its maximum is at P, = k/2, and k/C/2 > P, -(y - X) 
the assumptions of this section. Finally. it can be checked [see 

onomides (1982a)j that fl, is continuous at P, = 2k - P, -(y - x) and II, is 
decreasing in (2k - PY --(y - x), k). herefore, the condition on the profit 
peaks and (4) are necessary and su ient for the existence of the ‘competit- 
ive’ Nash equilibrium. 

he first-order condition prices are 

PZ = Py* = ((y -x) + 2k)/S (5) 

and the condition on the profit peaks becomes (after some calcu’ations) 

k/(1’ - x) < (7 -I- 5JiGj/6. (Q) 

At the proposed Nash equilibrium prices (P,*, Pr), condition (4) becomes: 

7/6 < k/(y - x). (7) 

Condition (3) is obviously fulfilled, since P,* = Py*. Therefore, under j:he 
condition 

7/6<&W)<(7=+5JiG,6 

we have ‘competitive” Nash equilibria 

PZ =f Py* = I(;, -- X) + 2k)/5 

at prices 

(8) 

(9) 

In profits II,*== III,* ==(3/2)(P,*)2. Note that the ‘compe*titive’ Nash 
equilibrium is unique for given varieties x, y, and reser {cation price Cc. 
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We call case ‘touching’ at this ~~~tiiQ~ all three alternatives 
yielid the same utility to the consumer at 2. tion is based on 
the assumption that the profit f~~~ctio~ is E, increasing at 
B -8, and that the peak at B is higher than the peak at A. These assumptions 
are equivale:nt to the following conditions: 

3k/2 -(y -x), 

10k/7 -(y - x) < p,, -=. 3k/2 -(y - xl. (II) 

Note that the ‘touching’ Nash equilibrium is neither an isolated 
occurrence, nor a borderline case. Et exists for a range of values of the 
parameters. For example, if k is held constant there is a region of values of x 
and y such that ‘touching’ equilibria exist. Using the condition 

P, -i-P,=2k-(y-x) 

the above conditions imply 

1< k/(y - x) < 7/6. (13) 

An essential property of a ‘touching’ Nalsh eqtiilibrium is that it is not 
uniquely determined by the reservation prices, the locations and the 
transportation costs. For any 3-tuple k, a:, y there is a continuum of 
equilibria that follow conditions (1 O)-( 12). 

The question arises, which ‘touching’ Nash e ilibrium is going to be 
picked up by the competitors. Symmetry and arsanyi’s ( 1975) ‘tracmg 
procedure’ suggest equal Nash equilibrium prices for both firms, that is Pz= 
Py* = k -(y-x)/2. We will assume that the symmetric Nash 
(P,*, PF), with Pz = Py* = k - (y - x)/2 is the Nash equilibrium pit 
profits are: I!:== D;=(y-x)[k-(y-x)1/2. Formally, given the existence of 
multiple Na.sh equilibria under (10)-j 13) we define a selection that picks up 

ash equilibrium as the symmetric one with P,* = ;==L-(y--x)/2. 
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between the firms. The region C = [O, (7+ j-)/6] can be partitioned into 
three regions accordin; to which kind of Nash equilitrium exists when 
k/(y -.x) falls in each of the regions. 

Let C, =[O, 13, &=(I, S/d]., C,=(7/6,(7+ §J~)/!YJ. Note that Cr, Cz, C, 
form a par&m of C; i.e., they are disjoint and their union is C. 

Under (14) the following three types of equilibria exist depending on the 
value of e = k/(y -x): 

(I) For e&c, unique ‘local Nash equilibrium at 
prices P,* = 4); = k/2. 

(II) For @ECU a continuum of ‘touching’ Nash equilibria exist. The 
symmetric selection is at prices P,* = Py* = k -(y - x)/2. 

(1 I!) For ~EC- a unique ‘competitive’ Nash equilibrium 
P:=&2ki(y-x))/5. 

exists at prices 

elow, given k, we define the set (3 %f the locations where we have 
existence of a Nash equilibrium. This set incorporates condition (14) and the 
upper bound on 8 = k/(y -- x). 

Lkfinition 3. G(k)={x,yIk<mir.(x, I--y,(y-x)(7+SJi@/d)}. 
Now the set G is partitioned into the sets G1, G2: G3. These sets are 

disjoint and tbeir union is G. Set G1 contains all locations (x,y) such that a 
‘local monopolistic’ Nash equilibrium e&s. Set G2 contains all locations 
(x, y) such that ‘touching’ Nash equilibria exizk Set G3 contains all locations 
(x, y) such that a ‘competitive’ equilibrium exists. 

Definition 4. G,(k)=(x,yik<min(x, 1 -y,y--x)). 

DejJinitisn 5. G,(k)={~,yl(y-x)<k<min(x, 1 -y,7(y-x)/6)]. 

Definition 6. G,(k)=(x,y17(y--x)$<k<min(x, 1 -y,!7+5,/%)/6)]. 

heorem 1 summarizes the results on the eqr?Jlibria of the price garre. li 
Gssentially comes through because more emy,fsasis is given to consumers 

commodities 0 red rather than to consumers at thz 
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We see that if y-x‘ is large (provided that there are consumers at the 
edges that are not served) there exists a “local monopolistic’ I’dash 
equilibrium. As y-x is shortened, a continuum of ‘touching” N:tsh equilibria 
exist. For smaller y-x there exist ‘comgetitive’ Nash equilibria. For even 
smaller y -x existence fails as it is more pltofitable to undercut. 

The proof of Theorem 

( 1982a). 
The lack of existence of price equilibria for a large number of locations 

(irrupts) is a significant problem. It is not clear what the appropriate price 
behavior of firms is when they are given locations (products) which imply 
non-existence of a price equilibrium. One c*ould allow use of mixed strategies 
(in prices), and recent work by Dasgupta and Maskin (19S2a) guarantees the 
existence of an equilibrium despite t.he discor:tinuities of the objective 
functions. However, there is a difficulty in the interpretation of m’txed 
strategies. Further the uniqueness of a mixed strategy equilibrium (which is 
required for the definition o<f the payoff functions of the game in varieties) is 
far from guaranteed. Thus we limit our analysis to pure strategies. 

3.4. Ccmparative statics I: Elect of chauge in products on the Nash 
eqiilibrium prices in the short r24n 

Simple calculations on the equilibrium prices of the price game establish 
the foliowing proposition: 

~~~~Q~~~~~n 3. The Nash e~~i~i~r~~~~~ price.c of the price gume ark’ ~~~tiy~~~~l~.~ 
in (y-x)/k in the region of existence of a N&a e~2~~li~ri~rn, i.e. for Bz, < min 
( h - y, x, fy - x)(7 + SJlO),%). Furtt+er, the Nash equiiihrittm prices increase 
~~~~ear~y for 6,/(7 + 5J10) < (y - x)/k < 6/T, decrease %inw+y f0r 6/7 < (y - x) 

/k < 1, and are constant $LW 1 e: (y - x)/k. 



the result is not so surprising. In the ‘touching* region competition is more 
etitive’ region. This is because in the ‘touching’ and 

ns the firms cannot increase their prices expecting 
all consumers located beiween x and y to continue buying. The marginal 
consumer wF~o receives the some (zero) utility if he buys or does not buy a 
differentiated commodity (from x or y) is reached as soon as the ‘touching’ 
case is reached. and in the ‘corn titive’ case, all consumers 
between x and y can be expected to continue buying at slightly higher prices. 
While the firms remain in the ‘touching’ case and increase their distances 
they have to lower the prices to hold the marginal consumer indifferent 
between buying and not buying and at the sa,ne time sell to all consumers in 
(x, y). This de crease in the price continues until the ‘local monopolistic’ case 
is reached. For locations further apart there is a gap between consumer?, 
served by x and consumers served by y. 

3.5. Comparative statics II: .E#ects of change in products on the consumers’ 
and producers’ surplus aid total werare at the Nash equilibria of the 
short-run (price) game 

Definition 7. P( zj = min (P, + /z -XII, P,, + /z - wll), the minimum (among all 
alternatives) utility cost to consumer z of buying one unit of the 
differentiated commodity. 

Dqkition 8. The consumers’ surplus CS in the market for differentiaizd 
products is the sum of the surpluses that all consumers appropriate in the 
market by buying the differentiated product. Formally, 

CS( P,, PY, x, y) = i max (k - P(z), 0) dz. 

eflnition 9. The producers’ surpfus PS in the market for differentiated 
products is the sum of the profits of the firms: 

S is the sum of 
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iztailed analysis of fun 

and the “touching’ cases. E;urthcL$ ‘I’S* increases with the distance between 
the firms methyl the set of ‘iouching’ equilibria, and is maximal at the 

nal point between the ‘touching’ and the ‘local rnono~o~ist~~’ cases. All 
‘local mono~~is~c’ eq~lib~a have the same surplus. Therefore ‘I++%* is 
rna~~~ at the ‘local monopolistic configuration. Ht is evident that this 
result comzs through because the producers’ surplus is considerably larger 
than the co~1sunxt~’ c~;pIIus, and dominates their sum. See Economid.es 
(1982a) for a detailed proof. 

Theorem surplus at the Nash equilibria 

arginal relocation tendencies at the Nash equilibria 

effects that the high 
reservation forcing all consurzers 

market: 

(I) It enclaves of consumers the 

local firm had a monopoly for a large range of prices. 
(2) Sometimes (when the firms were relatively close) it was optimal for each 

firm to undercut its opponent, therefore capturing the local enclave of 
the opponent. 

(3) Provided that undercutting was not the best reply, i.e., assuming that a 
Nash equilibrium existed in prices, since the competition was essentially 
for the consumers located in-between firms, it was more profitable to 
locate closer to the opponent because this not only increased the local 
monopoly enclave of the Grm but also increased the demand by 
consumers 406 in-between the firms. ( f course, the side 
prlocess was t as the lad zxxlaves 

creased, and eventu 

tion price is ~ot-to(~~hi~b: 



lowered, and therefore there are better chances for existerxe of Nash 

ion is easier in the enclaves thap at the region between the 
nce firms wi:a ma e higher profits (at the Nash equilibrium 

prices) if they are located closer to the edges of the market. As long as 
there are consumers at khe edges of the market that do not buy the 
product, firms have some j~centivt~ to move towards the edges. 

Dejkition f2. For (x, y) E G(k), let I?:(x, y) = ZI+.(Pz, P,*>, II;@, y) E n,(P,*, P,*) 
be the payoff functions of the varieties game, where P,* =P,*(x, y), 
P,*=P,*(x, y) denote the Nash equilibrium prices of the price game, which 
are: 

P+P,*==k’2 if k/(jJ -~ x) < 1) 

P,*=P,*=k--(y--x)/2 if 7/6>k/(y-x)> 4, 

I’+-P;=(2k+(y-x$)/5 if (7+5,‘10)/6>k/(y-x)>7/6. 

We consider marginal changes in the position of each firm assuming no 
reaction by the opponent. We call the direction of increase of 
~Z~,*/C?X (aHF/Jy) *the marginal relocation tendency of firm : (2)‘. 

In the ‘local monopoiistic’ region, i.e., for 2k - P, -(y - x) < P, 5 k, profits 
are f’?,( Yz, p,*) = n,,(Pz, P,*) = k*/2. Then af7z/Jx = an,*/ay = 0, and the mar- 
ginal relocation tendency is zero, except if the relocation causes the firms to 
fall outside the region of ‘local monopoly’. 

In the ‘competitive’ region, i.e., for IP, - PYl < y-x and P, + P, -C 21~ - 
(y __ x), we have I7JPz, P,“) = 3(P,“)“/2, R,,(P$ P;) = 3(P,8)“/2. Then, ?Zi~~/ 
ax = 3P,*(aP9ax; = =--#I’~ < 0, aad JZI,*/ay = 3P,*(S’~~~y) = $Py* > 0. Therefore, 
firms have incentives to relacate marginally away from each other and reach 
the ‘touching’ region. 

or the selection of the symmetric Nash equilibria of the ‘touching’ 
for 14 k/(y - x) C 7/6, protits are I7,( PT, Py*) = nY(P,*, P;) = (y - 3:) 

T/;%= -k*(y-x)eO, r41T;/wy4 

tlvtss lo relocate away f;om each o 
osition LB clearly fol 
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market prefer not tr: buy the differentiated commodity. We see t 
ma;-ginal relocation tendencies are opposite to the o 
in ,the model where the reservation price was i~~nitc. 

oes not contradict the fact that the 
istance y-x in the ‘touching’ case. 

and prices simultaneously decrease 
accompatiies the moves overcompens 
that Nasb equilibrium profits increase in y-x. 

#.2. Nash e,yuilibrium existence in the varieties game 

AS was discussed in section 4.1 firms have incentives to relocate marginally 
away from each other if they expect their opponents not to react in terms of 
locations and the Nash equilibrium in prices to be established at the new 
locations. This is true for all Nash equilibria of the price game of the 
‘competitive’ and ‘touching’ type. 

One can envisage this process as taking place over time. Say, originally the 
fk-ms are at a ‘competitive’ Nash equilibrium in prices. Then they are allowed 
to relocate marginaliy and are given the Nash equilibrium profits of the new 

y Proposition 4 they will relocate away from each other. This 
the d,ist,ance between them, and will eventually lead them outcide 

the region of existence of a ‘touching’ Nash ckyuilibrium. The relocation 
tendencies are the same for a ‘touching’ Nash equilibrium. Over time, firms 
can be thought to foilow relocation tendencies and move away from each 
other. This will increase their distance even more, and will lead them avay 
from the region of existence of a ‘touching’ equilibrium into the region of 
existence of a ‘local monopolistic’ equilibrium. Once at a ‘local monopolistic’ 
equilibrium there are no incentives to move. Therefore one would expect 
over time this firm to end at an equilibrium at the boundary between the 
‘touching’ and the ‘local monopolistic’ cases, which essentially is a ‘local 
monopolistic’ equilibrium. A firm that will start from a ‘local monopolistic* 
position will have 310 incentive to move. Therefore, one expects in the long 
run all firms to be (or try to be) at “local monopolistic’ positions. 

The varieties game formah 
location where pay0 

ash equilibriu 
function is well- 

uce varieties w 
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similarly for !7~( .). 

theorem estabhshes the existence of an equilibrium m the 
varieties game. At the equilibrium of the varieties game, the short-run price 
equilibrium is a ‘local monopolistic” one. 

Theorem 3. ICI the varieties (long-run) game, a (perfect) Nash eqadibrium 
exists if there exist x, y, 0 <x < y < 1, such that k c min(x, 1 - y, y-x). 

Proof: Consider an outcome of the ‘competitive’ type (x, y, P,*, P,*) of the 
product game with correct anticipation of the Nash equilibrium in prices. By 
Proposition 4, it is superior for firm 1 to move to point x’, where 
x’ <:c, provided that firm 2 remains at ;I. Clearly then any ‘competitive’ 
type outcome cannot be a Nash equilibrium in the product game. 

Also consider an outcome of the ‘touching’ type in the same product game. 
By Proposition 4 it is superior for firm x to move to x’, where x’ <x, 
provided that firm 2 remains at y. Clearly then any ‘touching’ type outcome 
cannot be a Nash equilibrium in the product game. 

All outcomes in the product game thait are price Nash equilibria of the 
‘local monopolistic’ type give the same profits irrespective of the Iccations.’ 
Therefore these profits cannot be increased. Then it is clear thai as long as 
locations fulfill the condition k < min (x, 1 - y, y - X) which guarantees the 
‘local monopohstic’ configuration, there is no incentive for any firm to 
change location. 

Thus the long-run equilibrium will be a loca! monopohstic one. If there is 
a fixed cost in the production technology, the long-run equilibrium may 
involve zero profits and invite no entry. To tackle the problem of entry in 
the general case one may add another stage of competition, preceding the 
varieties stage, where firms choose whether or not to enter in the industry. 
Then the varieties game is played given the number of firms that have 
entered. An analysis of lem when there are more than two 
firms in the market can onomides [ l”b82e). There it is shown 
that long-run equilibrium existence is not guarmnte there are three or 
more firms in the ustry. ~ev~rt~e~ess, e a result of the 

itation of the c ensional location 

cc rather than a neral result of price-location 
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di~crentiated pro s. consumers Waft 
cc of characteristics 

were distribute ~fo~Y in the produ according to 
of their utility functions. iven the utility functions, t 

n for the co equivalent to 
minimization in a base-pricing model where the transportation cost is b 

bY buyers. 
n the reservation price is very high, d’kpremont et al. (1979) have 

proved that the duopolistic price game [of competition in prices given fixed 
locations of the fi there are Bocations (products) such that no Nash 
equilibrium exists. n the reserv’ation price is not-too-high so that there 
are consumers at the edges of the market that prefer not to buy any 
differentiated product at low prices, I proved that the region of existence of 
cq~il~b~a in the price game is extended. There are three types of equilibria. 
For relati,vely high reservation prices only ‘competitive’ Nash equilibria exist, 
where all consumers between the locations of the firms are served and all 
strictly better off by buying a differentiated product. For lower reservation 
prices in addition to ‘competitive’ equilibria there are also (for different 
locations) ‘touching’ equilibria where all consumers between the tkrus are 
served and the most disadvantaged consumer between the locations of the 
firms is indifferent between buying a differentiate,1 product and not buying at 
all. F’or even lower reservation prices in addition to the above equilibria 
there are also (for different locations) ‘local m olistic’ Nash equilibria, 
such that there are consumers between the firms 

n the varieties game (of variety competition within the set of Nash 
equ~ib~a of the price game) otelling predicted that, for an Infinite 
reservation price, marginal reloc ns (following the direction of increasing 
profits) will b the firms closer together. This was the acclaimed ‘ 

of Minimum rentiation’. For a not-too-high reserva 
the Nash equilibria of the price game exist) I prove that 
rnar~n~ relocations (following the direction of increasing profits) tend 
drive firms far 
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sured by total surplus 1s maximized at the non- 
of the varieties game where firms are local 

profits. 
. This is a direct result of the domination of total surplus by 

In conclusion we note that the general idea of Wustering’ that has been 
pretty generally accepted since otelling (1929) is contradicted 
by the results of this research. move far apart is discovered 
in the varieties game. The problems of non-existence of an equilibrium in the 
oue-characteristic game in prices noted by d’Aspremont et al. (1979) diminish 
when the reservation price is not-too-high. 

This paper points in the direction of non-robustness of the non-existence 
result of equilibrium in the ‘ce game. Indeed, the author has found that in 
almost all variations of otelling’s model price equilibria exist. In 
Economides (19826) the existence of equilibrium (in the price game) when 
there are three or more firms in the market is investigated. Two-sided 
competition by most firm:: results in lower prices, limited gains by 
undercutting and guaranteed existence of equilibrium. In a two-dimensional 
analogue of Hotelling’s model, an equilibrium in prices exists at least for all 
symmetric locations [Economides (1982c)]. Variation of u.tility functions so 
that they are more convex in the distance in the space of characteristics also 
results in a wider range of existence of equilibrium in the price game 
Cd’Aspremont et al. (1979) and Economides (1382e)]. Therefore the non- 
existence problem does not seem to be as essential as it previously seemed. 
On the other hand, none of the resuhs points towards ‘Minimum 
Differentiation’ in the long run. On tke contrary, the present paper points 
toward maximal (profitable) differentiation. 
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